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Abstract

This report summarizes key forces driving transformation in the power sector around the world, presents a framework for evaluating decisions regarding extent and pace of change, and defines pathways for transformation. Powerful trends in technology, policy environments, financing, and business models are driving change in power sectors globally. In light of these trends, the question is no longer whether power systems will be transformed, but rather how these transformations will occur. Three approaches to policy and technology decision-making can guide these transformations: adaptive, reconstructive, and evolutionary. Within these approaches, we explore the pathways that have emerged as viable models for power system transformation, listed below.

- **Next-generation Performance-based Regulation Pathway**: In this adaptive pathway, vertically-integrated utilities remain in a recognizable form, but evolve to prioritize delivery of value instead of minimizing costs.

- **Clean Restructuring Pathway**: In this reconstructive pathway, new power market restructuring efforts are initiated, incorporating lessons learned from the past 20 years, including design features to facilitate clean energy integration and system optimization. Hindsight is 20/20—this reconstructive pathway brings hindsight to bear on restructuring and reform.

- **Unleashing the DSO Pathway**: Distribution system operators (DSOs) are poised to innovate in order to drive clean generation deployment and power system flexibility. In this evolutionary pathway, regulatory and policy frameworks give clear signals to these DSOs, empowering them as the centerpiece for orchestrating distributed energy resources and low-voltage market functioning.

- **Bottom-of-the-Pyramid (BOP) Coordination Pathways**: Accelerating energy access has been a chronic challenge for decades. New technology configurations and business models are opening up opportunities for innovative approaches to energy access, especially when linked to broader social development goals. In this context, two pathways emerge:
  - **Adaptive Bottom-up Coordinated Grid Expansion**
  - **Evolutionary Bundled Community Energy Planning** strategies, leading to integrated, socially-customized energy access solutions.

These pathways are illustrated in Figure X - 1, linked to illustrative power system ‘starting points’ commonly found around the world today.
Figure X - 1. Power System Pathway Origins

Charting the course for power system change involves complex decision-making across policy goals, technological systems, social contexts, and financial networks. Rather than centering the discussion on potential utility business models or regulatory frameworks—as has been ably captured in other reports—we instead consider the transformation of the broader power system ecosystem. The five pathways explored in the report, each grounded in current experience around the world, provide a useful framework from which policymakers can consider, deliberate, and guide transformation.
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1 Introduction


"The value chain in developed electricity markets will be turned upside down within the next 10-20 years...power is no longer something that is exclusively produced by huge, centralised units. By 2025, everybody will be able to produce and store power."

Similarly, in May 2014, Barclays bank wrote (Barclays 2014):

"In the 100+ year history of the electric utility industry, there has never before been a truly cost-competitive substitute available for grid power...we believe solar + storage could reconfigure the organisation and regulation of the electric power business over the coming decade."

Power systems would appear poised for a revolution. Yet the pathway to transformation is highly sensitive to each local situation and its technical, economic, and political factors. While rapid cost reductions have changed the economic landscape for what is feasible, established asset bases—and their supporting business models and regulatory frameworks—generate significant inertia in most power systems. These long-standing financial and institutional arrangements promote incremental change and help explain why the International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook 2013 estimates the continuation of fossil fuel dominance globally in the power sector through 2035 (IEA 2013). The BP Statistical Outlook sounds a similarly business-as-usual note, predicting that 63% of the total energy consumed in the power sector will be from fossil fuels in 2035, a small shift from 68% in 2012 (BP 2014).

Where on the spectrum of possibility will power systems of the future land? Will they transform incrementally, or will evolutionary leaps be unleashed? Are there leapfrog opportunities that employ new technologies, policies, and business models? A common theme of desired attributes includes lower carbon intensity, cost-effectiveness, accessibility, reliability, resilience, and increasingly embedding smart, real time (or close to) control and services. However, it is unlikely that the same transformation will occur everywhere, because in each context the power system of the future emerges from the interacting forces of policy, regulation, global

![Figure 1. Evolutionary Landscape of Power System Transformation](image)
market forces, business model innovation, technological innovation, and consumer behavior. In the language of ecology, power systems are complex dynamical systems, and scientific research across multiple domains reinforces that such systems have ‘critical points’ marking a shift to a new regime (May, Levin, and Sugihara 2008; Scheffer et al. 2009).

Are power systems reaching such a threshold? With trillions of dollars invested in physical infrastructure and institutional arrangements, and trillions more needed to achieve energy access and sustainability in the next 50 years (IEA 2013), the answer is worth exploring.

Many voices have emerged on this issue. This report aims to build upon recent developments and thought leadership on this issue, synthesizing the critical frameworks for decision making on transformation pathways. The report also aims to distill fundamental aspects of power system transformation as it pertains both to developed countries as well as the major “emerging renewable energy powers” (EREP), such as Mexico, India, South Africa, and China.

In this context, the report originates with the goal of providing a grounded view that can enable sound and proactive choices by decision makers. The focus extends from technology to business models to the institutional arrangements that enable orderly investment and reliable system operation, in order to drive transformation that aligns with policy goals.

The report is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes ten trends driving power system evolution. Section 3 briefly summarizes frameworks for transformation. Section 4 discusses implications for power sector finance. Section 5 defines five principal transformative pathways and explores policy and regulatory priorities for encouraging new power systems to emerge. Section 6 concludes summarizing policy and regulatory priorities for transformation.

---

1 The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is currently creating a framework to holistically examine how these interacting forces will transform the electricity sector, and what analysis needs are required to enable future changes (Cory and Aznar 2014).
2 Ten Trends Driving Power System Evolution

While the “utility of the future” can be largely captured by the dynamic between regulation, technology innovation, and business model evolution, the “power system of the future” is driven by a more complex set of features. The regulatory-utility dynamic is still a dominant component, but the full complex and dynamic system responds to a broader set of cross-cutting trends. This section explores 10 such trends as a background to the subsequent discussion of potential futures.

2.1 Renewable Energy Cost Reductions

Cost reductions in renewable energy (RE) are driving rapid deployment and are encouraging both power system interdependence and independence. Bulk power system interdependence (e.g., coordination across larger balancing areas to drive down RE integration costs) is growing in many jurisdictions. At the same time, the cost of RE is falling for small customers, and customer-sited systems increasingly offer greater choice and resiliency. Figure 2 illustrates the recent dramatic reductions in photovoltaic module costs.

The result is two countervailing trends: one toward greater cohesion and one toward greater decentralization. Some (Barclays 2014; RMI 2014; UBS 2014) have postulated an increasing shift toward “defection” from the traditional utility/customer relationship. Others (EPRI 2014; Kind 2013) articulate the critical role of the centralized generation, transmission and distribution system. Still others (Ruth and Kroposki 2014) articulate an increasing intelligent, heterogenous...
“system of systems.” Is there a way to reconcile these trends? Will the power system evolve to a coordinated ensemble of assets through which many business/customer relationships exist? The sections below investigate some emerging technology and market options that could support both trends, including aggregation and coordination of many semi-independent customer systems to support the cohesive operation of the bulk power system.

### 2.2 Innovations in Data, Intelligence, and System Optimization

The power grid does not just transmit electricity. Now that sensors and information technology are increasingly permeating power systems, resulting in the ubiquity of market and operational data, there is an enormous opportunity to realize further optimizations of power systems. Large quantities of distributed energy resources could dramatically increase the complexity of network operation, but, appropriately managed, could help to meet reliability needs and relieve congestion in real-time.

There is an increasing interdependence of information technology and energy technology, with smarter grids opening pathways to greater functionality (e.g., situational awareness) and active management of more diverse sets of resources providing a range of services that can be monetized in energy markets. Granular data on power system performance and big data analytics can reveal investment needs for grid enhancement and inform the locational value of distributed energy resources such as distributed generation and storage (Denholm et al. 2014). The forces of data and intelligence are also sharpening the focus on cyber security, open access to data, and consumer privacy protections. These trends infuse much of the current thinking about power systems of the future (ISGAN 2013; IBM 2012; Sungard 2013; Oracle 2013).

### 2.3 Energy Security, Reliability, and Resilience Goals

In many settings, imports of coal, oil, and natural gas are raising energy security concerns, exacerbating current account balances, and driving increased interest in efficiency and locally developed RE. In other cases, abundant supply and use, particularly of natural gas, offer increased opportunity for low-cost utilization, addressing some environmental policy goals including local air quality, but have also raised questions regarding longer term pathways toward lower carbon intensity, price volatility, and geopolitical considerations. The economic potential of RE—and the ability of RE to mitigate energy security concerns—varies widely by country, determined primarily by abundance of resource and distance from load. Some countries have abundant solar and wind resources located close to load (e.g., India and Mexico), others have abundant wind and solar far from load (e.g., the U.S. and China).

Grid resilience has increased in importance as extreme weather events occur more frequently. Instead of reinforcing existing systems, which are dominated by a hub-and-spoke structure and use of redundancies to maintain reliability, resilience planning considers mechanisms to increase how flexible the system is, so that critical portions of the system can come back online both quickly and independently, in the event of an outage. Resilience to disasters is increasingly among the top priorities for power system decision makers. Natural disaster induced outages and increased data and intelligence raise issues and opportunities related to the security, reliability, and resilience of the power system. Solutions that are more resilient and support critical infrastructure, safety, and public health in case of emergencies are increasingly sought.
These differences, layered atop the existing energy mix and increasingly interdependent energy infrastructures, are redefining the 21st century conception of reliability.

2.4 Evolving Customer Engagement

Customer engagement is changing power system dynamics in two ways. First, customer preferences are more directly driving investment trends, for example through energy efficient appliances, distributed generation, electric vehicles, and smarter homes. Customers are increasingly valuing services that use energy (e.g., heating, cooling, lighting, refrigeration, electronics, communications, entertainment) over energy itself. Secondly, technology innovations are enabling a step change in how customers participate in energy supply and demand. Historically, largely inelastic demand led to sharp system peaks, so power system planning, regulation, and market design treated demand as a fixed target, with utilities and grid operators building a dispatchable supply stack to meet it. Direct consumer participation holds the potential to alter these planning practices and surrounding market designs. At a time when renewable electricity is increasing variability on the supply-side, intelligent demand will be an increasingly important dispatchable resource (IEA-RETD 2014).

Customer engagement in power markets has already been shown to be technically feasible across residential, commercial, and industrial sectors (PJM 2013). As this engagement also becomes more economically feasible and socially routine, the rest of the power sector faces the challenge of keeping up and embracing the need to co-optimize electricity supply and demand dynamically.

2.5 A Tale of Two Electricity Demand Forecasts

With some exceptions, the global energy landscape has bifurcated into areas of rapid growth and areas of flat or decreasing demand. Many emerging economies are exhibiting strong growth, industrialization, and rapid urbanization (World Bank 2014). With relatively smaller asset bases, these settings provide interesting opportunities for innovation and technology leap-frogging.

Meanwhile, the U.S., EU, and Japan, among others, are marked by slow demand growth (EIA 2013; Eurostat 2014; Statistics Japan 2014). Compounding slow economic growth, these power systems are increasingly marked by growing energy efficiency programs, and could also see decreases in peak demand due to the rise in distributed generation and demand response. This could impact use patterns for existing infrastructure, raising regulatory questions about cost recovery of current investments.

In a sense, these two bifurcated states represent the dominant contours that may prevail over power system evolution in the next generation. These unique trajectories will strongly shape planning strategies and opportunities for power system transformation.

2.6 Increased Interactions with Other Sectors

Globally, power systems increasingly compete for scarce water and land resources, sharpening debates about the sector’s evolution but also encouraging improved accounting approaches. Parallel evolutionary processes taking place in the built environment (from super-efficient appliances to home-based thermal storage to campus microgrid projects) also need to be accounted for in power system planning. Electrification of transport, while still at relatively low
levels, has the potential to significantly impact power system needs and opportunities (Green et al. 2011; Mwasilu et al. 2014). As production of shale gas increases globally, gas generators may compete with other critical sectors (e.g., home heating, chemical) for these domestic resources, leaving policymakers to contemplate interventions to distribute resources in alignment with national objectives. And finally, industrial consumers—already facing competitive pressure in the global economy to cut costs—are increasingly turning to RE to reduce net energy costs. Each of these touch-points with other sectors is shifting the landscape of power system evolution.

2.7 Local and Global Environmental Concerns over Air Emissions

Poor air quality stemming from fossil fuel emissions contributes to acute public health problems at the local level (Chen et al. 2013; EPA 2011). At a global level, fossil fuel use contributes significantly to climate change (IPCC 2014). The local and global costs of fossil fuel pollution occur largely outside the power sector, are more difficult to account for, and thus historically have not been explicitly included in planning processes. But in the 21st century both concerns are contributing to changes in power system policy and planning.

In many countries, this emerges in the form of policy mandates to grow clean energy sources. China, for example, created an explicit ‘carbon intensity’ target to reduce carbon emissions per unit of GDP, and a portfolio of technology-specific capacity targets (NPC 2011). In Europe, environmental energy policy takes the form of a continental emissions trading scheme layered on top of a patchwork of national policy targets. In Mexico, a series of RE targets are coupled with a comprehensive energy reform that aims to restructure the power sector.

Beyond emissions reduction measures, planning practices in settings with established grids are increasingly focused on mitigating the impact of more frequent extreme weather events (see Section 2.3), both by physically hardening existing infrastructure and upgrades to more intelligent systems which utilize distributed resources and islandable microgrids (Abbey et al. 2014).
Energy Access Imperatives 2.8

As part of global agreements to speed economic development and opportunity, there is growing momentum to accelerate energy access to all people. Expanding finance and technology options are providing tailwinds for these energy access goals, but significant investment challenges remain the norm. This report will summarize current approaches to accelerate energy access, ranging from expansion of centralized systems, to more bottom-up electrification approaches. Thereafter, it will explore the emerging opportunities, especially those centering on identifying sustainable models for accelerating energy access, and ensuring a level of ‘backwards-compatibility’ so that choices made today can be integrated across a wide range of potential futures.

Increasingly Diverse Participation in Power Markets 2.9

Around the world, participation in power market ecosystems is diversifying. In emerging economies, where many power sectors have been state-owned, there is a push to boost investment by opening the sector to more independent power producers (e.g. Mexico, South Africa). In more mature power sectors, this trend is taking the shape of greater direct consumer power market participation, from generation to demand response. These diversification trends,
driven by a need to respond to legacy challenges, will add a layer of complexity to power systems of the future.

2.10 Revenue and Investment Challenges

Finally, the evolution toward power systems of the future is being shaped by finance and investment. Typically, this pressure is felt by existing power sector stakeholders across the value chain: supply, transmission, delivery, and demand. Specifically, at high RE penetration, supply-related revenue challenges can emerge—at the bulk-power/wholesale level—as abundant wind and solar energy enters the market at essentially zero marginal cost, and reduces utilization of existing conventional thermal (coal, gas, and nuclear) generators.\(^2\) This scenario is now occurring in various countries in Western Europe (Citi 2013), as well as in the MISO system in the U.S (MISO 2014) and the southern states of India (e.g., Tamil Nadu and Karnataka) (CEA-GOI 2013). For example, in December of 2014 the German utility E.On—one of the largest utilities in the world—announced it would spin off its thermal coal and nuclear units into a separate company in light of declining thermal revenues. In parts of China, similar dynamics would be observed, but the firm commitments to a minimum annual allotment of run-time for coal plants instead causes wind curtailment instead of coal capacity factor reductions. Overall, socializing the cost of existing infrastructure is an increasing challenge as disruptive technologies permeate markets.

At the level of customer retail, both distributed photovoltaic (PV) and energy efficiency (either static or dynamic) reduce retail electricity consumption, raising revenue concerns for some electric utilities and impacting perceptions of investment risk and creditworthiness. This scenario is occurring in Germany, Spain, Italy, and various U.S. states, such as California, Arizona, and Colorado.

\(^2\) For an overview of measures available to address such shifts in market dynamics, see e.g., Hogan (2013).
This report is available at no cost from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) at www.nrel.gov/publications.

Delivery of energy—network expansion typically financed by utility revenues—is also facing similar pressure. As falling revenues squeeze typical investors, the need for additional network investment at both the distribution and transmission levels is rising (Hogan 2013).

2.11 Summary: Understanding the Costs and Risks of Inaction

Many trends are anticipated to persist. For instance, the cost of distributed energy resources (DERs) will likely continue to decline, and greater use of data will lower customer acquisition costs for DER solutions. The question for this trend, therefore, is not if DER will deploy at a greater scale, but rather how much will deploy, how soon, and at what cost (including the cost of stranded assets).

Whether the 10 trends outlined above are ‘headwinds’ or ‘tailwinds’ will depend on the orientation set by decision makers for their power systems. Inaction may result in power system drift and missed opportunities. If stakeholders attempt with limited success to keep current business models viable, various undesirable outcomes could result. Utilities could face disincentives to procure smart grid or energy efficient products. The power sector could become marked by insufficient investment, stranded capital assets, fuel vulnerability, and infrastructure lock-in. And the distribution of the customer base could also become more distorted, with high credit customers increasingly defecting and low-credit customers facing increasingly high rates.

All of these potential costs and risks reinforce the need for deliberate and proactive collaboration to encourage desired futures. The next section reviews emerging models to position power sectors for success and to harness the momentum of the trends outlined above.
3 A Framework for Decision Making

This section summarizes a decision making framework and explores emerging examples of 21st century power system designs. Utilizing a framework for strategic change (Figure 3), proposed and emerging changes in power sectors can be aligned in regard to the extent and speed of desired change. Further, because changes to the power system are path-dependent, a full understanding of likely pathways requires an examination of how power system legacies—technological, financial, and institutional—shape the landscape of options. Broadly speaking, heavier legacies will promote cautious gradualism, while lighter legacies can enable more rapid change.

Typically, power systems are in the “Adaptation” mode, accommodating incremental changes in demand growth, technology change, and consumer preference. The forces outlined in Section 2 have the potential to increase the extent and the speed of change, moving power systems into new territory. “Evolution” implies fundamental changes to power system technologies and actors, albeit over a relatively long period of time and through sustained incremental change. “Reconstruction” implies rapid change, but without fundamental changes in power system actors or technologies. For example, introductions of new institutional structures, such as competitive wholesale power markets, with limited change in the generation fleet, tariff structure, or customer interactions. “Revolution” implies rapid fundamental changes across power systems and might incorporate full competitive markets, services, and real-time rates.

Figure 3. Types of Strategic Change

3 Adapted from Hope Hailey and Balogun 2002.
How, and at what speed, will power system transformation unfold? The options can be conceived of as a range of pathways in the landscape of Figure 3, from adaptation (slow but not fundamental), reconstruction (fast but not fundamental), evolution (fundamental and slow), to revolution (fundamental and fast).

3.1 Adaptation

In light of the trends outlined in Section 2 and the financial considerations outlined in Section 4, the ‘Adaptation’ quadrant of power system evolution represents a continuation of slight, incremental change. Examples in this mode are described in the “Fight” and “Flight” models described by Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF 2014) and in the top-down grid expansion pathway enumerated by various observers (e.g., IFC 2012).

“Fight” or “Flight”

Especially with regard to distributed PV, some utilities choose to adapt either through ‘fight’ or ‘flight.’ Fight—in this sense—indicates a use of utility resources to pursue legislation or regulation that makes distributed PV less attractive (BNEF 2014). The ‘flight’ approach is more passive and signals that distributed PV is lower on the utility agenda. Utilities in this mode can opt to spend little or no resources on the issue (BNEF 2014). Both fight and flight are common strategies when the forces encouraging distributed energy resources are relatively weak.

Top-Down Grid Expansion

In areas with limited energy access, top-down grid expansion is an example of the Adaptation mode, representing a business-as-usual path of power system change. Extending existing grid infrastructure to new customers requires additional capital investments in generation and distribution networks. The trends outlined in Section 2 impacting the top-down grid expansion pathway offer new opportunities for procuring generation (e.g., renewable energy) and for metering customers in a way that help to reduce both technical and non-technical losses. Together these trends can improve the financial state of the utility, but do not represent a fundamental transformation of the power system. For further discussion of this model, see IFC 2012.

3.2 Reconstruction

The Reconstruction quadrant represents a relatively short period of change (3-5 years) that reorganizes the major functions and roles of power system players. Reconstructive change is not fundamental in the sense that, while roles change significantly, the conventional categories of generation, transmission, and distribution still apply. In other words, the fundamental structure of the power sector does not change deeply. Reconstruction in the 21st century tends to include a greater emphasis on clean energy, smarter grids, and energy efficiency, as provided through a mix of administrative and competitive processes.

Mexico Energy Reform

The key international example of reconstruction is the current Mexico Energy Reform. The Mexico Energy Reform aims to significantly change the investment profile of the Mexican energy sector, opening up generation to greater competition, enhancing the authority of the independent regulatory authority (CRE), and establishing an independent system operator (CENACE). Bearing much in common with ‘conventional’ power sector restructuring of the past
three decades, the Energy Reform also includes novel design and policy features to spur investment in wind, geothermal, biomass, and solar energy sources, and to enable the cost-effective integration of wind and solar power into the grid. Further details of this transformation are discussed in Section 5.2 below and in SENER (2014).

3.3 Evolution

The Evolutionary quadrant represents a more dramatic power system change, carried out over a relatively longer period of time (10-20 years). Compared to the Reconstruction quadrant, the literature and examples emerging in this quadrant imply more fundamental changes to supply, delivery, and demand. Demand-side participation from all consumer classes is anticipated to grow dramatically, implying crucial roles for coordination of distributed generation, various types of energy storage, electric vehicle charging, and demand response. With regard to energy delivery, the Evolutionary pathway implies a greater degree of coordination at the distribution network level, as well as new types of interaction between distribution and transmission networks. With regard to energy supply, the flow of investment is likely to change significantly from centralized generation sources to a more balanced mix of centralized and distributed generation. There will remain some important roles for monopoly utilities, to the extent these incumbents can bring to market enough innovation to satisfy demand, or present the lowest risk pathway forward. In many cases, the “evolution” pathway is a move toward more comprehensive power system optimization, leveraging the suite of new technologies that have become available in the 21st century. Key literature and real-world examples of this evolutionary path are discussed below.

RIIO

The UK’s RIIO model is an example of broad-scale performance-based incentive regulation with revenue cap regulation. RIIO is an acronym for “Revenue set to deliver strong Incentives, Innovation and Outputs.” In keeping with the name, RIIO focuses on how to pay for what society wants over a sufficiently long time horizon, rather than focusing on whether society paid the correct amount for what it got in the past, as is customary with current regulatory frameworks (Lehr 2013). The other key feature of RIIO is an extended term for rate-making (8 years). This term is partially designed to support revenue certainty while also driving the system toward a significant transformation of services, roles, and responsibilities (Aggarwal and Burgess 2014).

“EPRI: The Integrated Grid”

The Integrated Grid concept, articulated by EPRI (2014), describes a significant power system evolution, driven by technological and economic changes, and resulting in the need for new regulatory models. Among the various technical and economic challenges outlined in the report, one of the key challenges is the question of tariff change as DERs are deployed. Noting that the costs for capacity, reliability, and ability to transact energy are not accurately accounted for in current systems, the possibility arises that non-DER participants would disproportionately bear those costs. The report thus envisions changes to the role of the grid itself, requiring fundamental changes in operating approaches, financial accounting of operating expenditures and investment flows to both transmission and distribution networks. These changes are detailed in EPRI 2014.
“Reforming the Energy Vision”
Laying out a cohesive, high-level vision for the transformation of the New York electric sector, the state Department of Public Service describes an incremental pathway toward power sector modernization in its “Reforming the Energy Vision” (REV) staff proposal (NY-DPS 2014). This vision seeks to establish retail power markets and seamless technical and financial integration of distributed energy resources through more intelligent grid systems and evolutionary shifts in regulation. Roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders are specified, including the proposal of the utility as a “distributed system platform provider,” responsible for creating the markets and operational systems necessary to facilitate envisioned consumer participation. The staff propose a series of regulatory reforms, and raise key questions for further exploration spanning technical (e.g., planning, codes and standards), regulatory (e.g., cost allocation, vertical market power restrictions, data privacy concerns), and market design (e.g., resource valuation methodologies, distributed and wholesale market interactions) topics.

“CSIRO: Rise of the Prosumer”
In sketching out what the Australian power system might look like in 2050, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) worked with more than 200 stakeholders to define plausible scenarios for power system evolution. The resulting scenarios included the “Rise of the Prosumer,” in which a dramatic change occurs in the way households and business interacts with the grid. Adoption of on-site generation and electric vehicles reaches high levels, and by 2050 distributed generation supplies almost half of national consumption. In this scenario the fundamental drivers of power system investment shift to distributed resources and the coordination schemes that support their reliable implementation (CSIRO 2013).

IFC: Fragmented Services
Especially in areas with limited energy access, accelerating energy access through a fundamental evolution of service provision is the subject of increasing attention. In very low income contexts, energy market ecosystems are typically fragmented, and the challenges of scale-up are acute. Energy service providers, such as for cooking fuels, device charging, and stand-alone integrated systems, are small and relatively dispersed (IFC 2012). Access to capital is limited, and supply chains are delicate. The historical pattern of ‘adaptation’ has led to slow growth in energy access. Alternatively, the ‘fragmented services’ model of evolution aims to accelerate and scale-up energy access provision through increased reliance on small-scale energy service providers. IFC (2012) suggests that this may be accomplished in part by putting those providers on more stable financial footing and empowering them with more robust business models and newer, more cost-effective technology.

3.4 Revolution
The Revolutionary quadrant represents power system transformation that is both fundamental and sudden. Drivers of such a change could be, for example, the sudden onset of large-scale grid-defection—with dramatic cost improvements in distributed generation and storage rapidly eroding the cost advantage of centralized grids. Some reports attempt to evaluate the economics of this possibility, for example in mature markets, “The Economics of Grid Defection” (RMI
2014), and in markets with limited energy access, “Community Energy” as articulated in “From Gap to Opportunity” (IFC 2012). Further details of these revolutionary scenarios are contained in those reports, but as the likely onset of such rapid transformations occurs past the 2030 timeframe, they will not be the focus of this report.

3.5 Summary

Figure 4. Illustrative Mapping of Scenarios for Emerging Power Systems. Names represent both examples in progress (e.g., Mexico Energy Reform) and institutions that have published reports on future scenarios (e.g., RMI)

Figure 4 illustrates how some of these possible future scenarios for power transformation map into the framework introduced in Figure 3. The representative examples highlight that many transitional pathways are either in process or have been explored; and one might anticipate that the power systems will become increasingly heterogeneous.

---

4 This report evaluates the point at which U.S. utility customers could defect from their captive utility without incurring higher electricity costs or lower reliability metrics using a “utility in a box” system, i.e. a combination of distributed generation and storage.
4 In Focus: Power Sector Finance

The trends discussed in Section 2 are helping to push power systems out of the status quo, but these trends alone do not give a coherent picture of power systems of the future. Power sector finance will influence real options and shape trajectories. An estimated $19.3 trillion of investments in electricity supply infrastructure are needed over the next 20 years in order to meet projected demand and stated environmental objectives (IEA 2014). Investment trends will evolve differently across local and regional contexts but there are common factors that underpin the power sector value proposition. This section discusses nine key variables that will influence investment trends in the power sector.

- Regulations on Commercial Banking Risk
- Risk Premium Environments for Investments
- Interest Rates on Government Bonds
- Tax Structures
- Credit Ratings of Electric Utilities
- Capital Availability from Development Authorities
- Price and Availability of Inputs
- Market Structure and Valuation Constructs
- Policy and Regulatory Environment

**Regulations on Commercial Banking Risk:** Commercial and wholesale banks, through syndicated loans, have contributed 71-77% of infrastructure project finance globally over the past five years (Ehlers et al. 2014). If increasingly stringent capital requirements come into effect (e.g., Basel III), banks’ appetite for providing capital for long-term illiquid infrastructure projects may continue to decline. This might result in a gap in power sector financing. This gap could be met by investors such as international banks, or insurance companies and pension funds, who may pursue yield or seek to optimize returns on asset investments by matching asset duration with their liabilities. Additionally, new capital requirements may result in banks looking to off-load legacy infrastructure debt, similarly increasing competition for capital to fund new infrastructure. Concerns around balance sheet exposure will enable the investors that remain to negotiate higher financing terms.

**Risk Premium Environment for Investments:** Investors provide capital at a cost that reflects the perceived risk and expected return relative to available ‘risk-free’ investments. Expected rates of return and perceived risks are sensitive both to specific factors (e.g., technology maturity) as well as to local and global economic conditions (e.g., interest rate environment, economic cycle, equity market pricing). As the financial and investment community’s perception of risk fluctuates, investors demand different return profiles to compensate them for these risks. This behavior alters the demand for different investment vehicles and leads to changes in the mix of investors for new infrastructure. As an example, if utility credit ratings were to fall, large institutional investors such as insurance companies, who must adhere to regulations regarding concentration in lower-rated securities, may be limited in their ability to purchase utility bonds.

---

5 Basel III is a set of voluntary regulatory standards on bank capital adequacy, stress testing and market liquidity risk. For a brief overview of Basel III and its potential implications, see KPMG (2011).
Conversely, in this same scenario, higher yields on utility bonds may attract capital from risk-seeking vehicles with higher risk and return thresholds, such as high-yield mutual funds or hedge funds.

While there has been much recent dialogue around uncertainty in utility credit worthiness (see e.g., Kind et al. 2013, Barclays 2014), some project types, such as renewable energy generation facilities, may begin to experience declines in risk premiums. As investors become more comfortable with the asset class and the investible market deepens, renewable energy investments may have less perceived risk and become more open to investment.

**Interest Rates on Government Bonds:** Interest rates on many government bonds, such as U.S. Treasuries, are often considered the “risk-free” rate. Many fixed income assets, including infrastructure debt and project financing, are priced at a spread over these rates. Hence, if spreads remain unchanged, nominal interest rates will change in concert with fluctuations in rates on government bonds. Certain investor types are heavily weighted in fixed income assets, often because the ability to meet fixed payments is a large component of their investment objective (e.g., insurance companies, pension funds). For these investors, when rates are high, maintaining large holdings in safe government or similarly highly-rated securities may prove sufficient. However, as in today’s historically low yield environment, investors may look toward spread assets, such as infrastructure debt and project finance, and to new structures to maximize the income potential of their portfolios. Structures dedicated to providing investors with long steady streams of income, such as yield companies (YieldCos), have thus become attractive in the United States market. Similar to master limited partnerships (MLPs) and real estate investment trusts (REITs), YieldCos provide predictable cash flows while hypothetically reducing cost of capital.6

Conversely, if interest rates were to increase, there may be less incentive for investors to hold riskier spread-assets, as government bonds might offer a more attractive balance of risk and return. Higher interest rates also make current fixed payment structures less attractive relative to new ones that can be issued at the higher interest rates. Importantly, because investors are forward-looking and understand the impact of interest rates on their current investment holdings, interest rate expectations are a key variable influencing investment trends as well.

**Capital Availability from Development Authorities:** The availability of government supported-financing may be a key variable in many regions, particularly those without established capital markets. This might occur via direct low-interest financing or loan guarantees from domestic or regional development banks. Alternatively, international development agencies may also provide financing. The availability and terms of such funds will drive how quickly these markets are able to develop infrastructure. Similarly, natural resource-rich countries may be able to leverage these assets to secure financing and/or development guarantees from resource-importing countries. Local political environments and associated perceptions of risk will ultimately influence the ability to secure financing.

---

6 For more information on YieldCos, see: https://financere.nrel.gov/finance/content/deeper-look-yieldco-structuring
**Tax Structures**: The evolving types of tax structures available in various jurisdictions for power sector infrastructure investments could be a key variable influencing investment trends. As globalization of financial systems and operations increases, countries may compete for capital using tax regimes. Using the United States as an illustrative example, MLPs and REITs currently enjoy tax benefits not afforded to RE generation and other power sector assets. If the tax code were to be modified to allow RE generation assets to qualify for the same treatment as oil and natural gas production within the MLP structure, this may result in attracting more retail and institutional investors to the power sector. YieldCos, essentially MLPs without the tax benefit, would likely become extinct as an investment vehicle. Similarly, if the tax code for REITs is clarified regarding the eligibility of transmission and distribution systems, there would likely be an emergence of delivery-infrastructure-focused REITs.

**Credit Rating of Electric Utilities**: Utilities have historically enjoyed relatively high credit ratings and thus access to inexpensive capital, because revenues were seen as stable. Future revenue streams are contingent on regulatory structures and other variables and will determine whether this access to inexpensive capital will persist. The cost of capital for utilities seems set to face consistent upward pressure, as new entrants will likely target high-income customers. If creditworthiness deteriorates, investors will demand higher risk premiums, leading to changes in investor types and the potential for different investment vehicles to feature more prominently. Additionally, increasing cost of capital (as induced by decreased creditworthiness or higher interest rates) might have a negative effect on renewable energy deployment. These factors could potentially lead to calls for regulatory responses to compensate utilities for their obligation to serve, and the need to meet local renewable energy targets. See the example in ‘Risk Premium Environment for Investments’ above for an example of how investment profiles could evolve. In order to limit the ultimate burden on ratepayers, regulators might employ novel ratemaking mechanisms (e.g., revenue decoupling) to shift costs and reallocate risk, or seek to encourage alternative and less expensive sources of capital if utility ratings are downgraded. Depending on the context, more emphasis may be placed on alternative financing mechanisms, such as project finance securities or public-private partnerships.

**Price and Availability of Inputs**: The evolution of both price and availability of fossil fuels will continue to impact investment in the generation sector. The global dissemination of shale gas recovery equipment and associated technology innovation, in combination with jurisdiction-specific environmental regulations, will be key variables influencing the extent of investments in natural gas generation. The price and availability of various renewable technologies depend on local and global supply chains, and will also be a key variable affecting investment trends in the power sector.

**Market Structure and Valuation Constructs**: Revenue sufficiency in the power sector is a function of how the market values various products, such as energy, capacity, and ancillary services. Investment trends are thus impacted by how the electric sector is organized (i.e. vertically integrated versus restructured settings), which has implications for cost recovery, investment risk susceptibility, and available investment opportunities. They are also impacted by

---

7 Local regulations are not by themselves the driving variable on natural gas utilization in the power sector. The market for liquefied natural gas will also be shaped by the global demand, and the profile of shale gas development.
what product attributes the market values. Such attributes might include flexibility, availability during contingency events, environmental externalities (or lack thereof), fuel price hedging, or portfolio risk impacts. As power sectors re-organize or make shifts in their valuation constructs, investment trends will likely shift as well.

Policy and Regulatory Environment: Policy and regulation serve as key levers toward influencing the previously mentioned variables, and therefore the power sector investment climate generally. Local content requirements, for instance, may impact generation and supply chain investments. Regulatory approaches to DERs will impact utility creditworthiness and the health of installer and/or 3rd party leasing markets. Tax structures will influence the structure of appropriate investment vehicles. While there are many tactics for influencing investment climates and achieving a range of desired outcomes, transparency, stability, and accountability of decision-making are critical in the realm of regulation and policy.
5 Pathways to Power Systems of the Future

This section suggests five illustrative pathways for power systems of the future. There is significant room for natural diversity across jurisdictions, not only in terms of current status but the transformations that might take place. These models are not designed to be prescriptive or comprehensive. Rather, these pathways have already begun to emerge, and each illustrates how proactive steps can be taken to productively harness the “winds of change” to generate positive transformation.

Rather than centering discussion on potential utility business models and associated regulatory frameworks, as has been captured in much of the literature, we discuss proposals for power system ecosystems as a whole, which are complex and dynamic systems comprised of multiple layers, including regulatory and business models. For simplicity, three key characteristics of each pathway are described: design, policy and regulation, and finance.

**Design:** The underlying technologies and designs of power systems are central to power system transformation. At the same time, these characteristics are also path-dependent on legacy institutions and policy goals, for example the extent of existing power market liberalization is a key variable. Institutional fluency with managing distributed energy resources is another. Future pathways are guided by a desire to reap the potential benefits of technological advancements, and the extent of a particular jurisdiction’s ability to do so. The resulting mix and distribution of benefits realized will be highly context-specific. Spanning most pathways is the potential for a sizable influx of market and consumer data. The extent to which that data is available to and utilized by various market players will heavily influence outcomes, particularly with respect to expanding consumer participation, sector investability, and efficient system operation.

**Policy and Regulation:** Policy provides guidance—and where necessary, authorization—for the regulatory frameworks which governs these pathways. Technological innovation is for the first time in history making it possible to realize cost-effective, reliable, and clean power systems. Seeking to realize this future, regulation can seek to incorporate technological innovation, as well as competition to promote such innovation. The extent to which regulation is structured to decrease barriers to market entry, or avoids the selection of “winning” technologies and products, is a key variable influencing outcomes. Policies will likely also provide guidance on what levels of vertical market power are acceptable throughout various stages of transformation, and inform the regulator on the balancing act of privacy concerns versus open-access to data. Policies can also provide support for public-private partnership research, development, demonstration, and deployment activities, in order to encourage financing for high-risk, high-reward technology research.

**Finance:** The investability of the power sector, as well as the health and composition of participating investor classes, will influence the rate and extent of power system transformation. Investability hinges on policy, regulatory, and political stability, the financial health of natural monopolies in the sector, and robust capital markets. The profile of participating investor classes is influenced by many variables, including the yield environment, permissible investment vehicles (often based on local tax structures), and available government and development agency support schema.
In the subsequent sections, pathways toward power systems of the future are discussed. Figure 5 places these five pathways in the framework of extent and speed of change, as introduced in Section 3.

The five illustrative pathways reviewed in this section are:

- **Next-generation Performance-based Regulation Pathway**: In this adaptive pathway, vertically-integrated utilities remain in a recognizable form, but evolve to prioritize delivery of value instead of minimizing costs.

- **Clean Restructuring Pathway**: In this reconstructive pathway, new power market restructuring efforts are initiated, incorporating lessons learned from the past 20 years, including design features to facilitate clean energy integration and system optimization. Hindsight is 20/20—this reconstructive pathway brings hindsight to bear on restructuring and reform.

- **Unleashing the DSO Pathway**: Distribution system operators (DSOs) are poised to innovate in order to drive clean generation deployment and power system flexibility. In this evolutionary pathway, regulatory and policy frameworks give clear signals to these DSOs, empowering them as the centerpiece for orchestrating distributed energy resources and low-voltage market functioning.
• **Bottom-of-the-Pyramid (BOP) Coordination Pathways:** Accelerating energy access has been a chronic challenge for decades. New technology configurations and business models are opening up opportunities for innovative approaches to energy access, especially when linked to broader social development goals. In this context, two pathways emerge:

  o **Adaptive Bottom-up Coordinated Grid Expansion**
  
  o **Evolutionary Bundled Community Energy Planning** strategies, leading to integrated, socially-customized energy access solutions.

Figure 6 organizes each pathway by its starting point, each of which represents typical types of existing power sector environments: vertical integration, restructured markets, and low energy access environments.

![Table showing present status and adjacent pathways](image)

**Figure 6. Applicability of Pathways based on Present Status of Power Sector Organization**

These illustrative starting points are depicted next to 'adjacent pathways' that represent potential trajectories for power system transformation. For example, vertically integrated power systems can be guided toward Next Generation Performance-based Regulation, or toward Clean Restructuring. Similarly, in markets where restructuring has already taken place, the "Unleashing the DSO" pathway may be of interest. This is not to suggest however that the adjacent pathways are the only options, or that they are mutually exclusive. Combinations of different pathways will likely arise. For example, decision makers could conceivably pursue power system change of a more transformative nature, for example
combining "Clean Restructuring" elements with a strong focus on smarter distribution grids, as described in the "Unleashing the DSO" pathway. While power system evolution is 'path dependent,' often limiting the scope of feasible change, the pace of technological change is opening up new opportunities for such innovative policy design.

5.1 Next-generation Performance-based Regulation Pathway

In this pathway, vertically-integrated utilities retain their principal role in the power system, but the regulatory framework that governs them shifts towards rewarding revenue based on performance, rather than compensating utilities for incurred costs. In doing so, the monopoly of the electric utility and its associated structures are not only preserved, but expanded. The postulated utility death spiral is mitigated by incremental regulatory adaptions toward output-based incentives and ratemaking practices; as a result, the vertically-integrated utility is increasingly motivated to incorporate the very technologies that once threatened its existence. However, the utility is more actively competing with customer grid defection—a future that is increasingly feasible as technology continues to evolve. In response to this threat, the utility strives to offer a suite of transactive energy management services, as well as cost-competitive tariffs and high levels of customer service.

Despite the preservation of system’s institutional structure, technology companies, particularly those in active grid management or data analytics, must inevitably be cleared by the utility; this may serve as a barrier to market entry. As a result, the utility in this pathway may slow the pace of innovations, or may be more likely to expose ratepayers to its missteps as it attempts to keep up with innovation. However, for many jurisdictions, this incremental transformation may appear to be the lowest risk opportunity for harnessing the potential of power sector technology innovations.

This pathway represents an adaptive shift, rooted in cautious incrementalism: a controlled progression towards power sector modernization, in this case in a vertically-integrated utility paradigm.

5.1.1 Design

While the utility still has an incentive to build its rate base through new capital projects, the nature of investments has shifted significantly from bulk power production and delivery to investments that promote smart and resilient grids, centralized management of distributed energy resources (DERs), and price-responsive consumers. The utility can offer home energy management services, technical management and coordination of customer DERs, and a suite of engineering design services, including the procurement of islandable microgrid systems for neighborhoods, buildings, and campuses to increase grid resiliency. The market for independent

---

8 Investor-owned, local municipal, parastatal, and state-owned power utilities experiencing low to intermediate levels of wholesale market liberalization are potential candidates for this pathway.
9 See e.g., Kind 2013.
10 Services provided by the utility which, based on information from 2-way communication, manage consumer energy production and consumption (e.g., home energy management for demand response participation).
11 Here, we define DERs as energy efficiency, distributed generation, demand response, storage, and microgrids.
power producer (IPP) projects may transition into the medium- and low-voltage space, as third-party owned generators navigate the transactive, distribution-level utility-run market.

In combination with enabling policies and regulations (see 5.1.2), a key driver of this transformation is competition from the off-grid markets and resulting utility efforts to retain customers. These efforts manifest in the form of cost-competitive tariffs, reliable grid services, a financially attractive framework for energy-producing and demand-responsive consumers, and excellent customer service. The utility may also have partnerships with energy service companies, solar installers and leasers, original equipment manufacturers, and energy technology and data management companies to offer a suite of services. These partnerships might take the form of competitively bid multi-year agreements, where the utility offers access to its captive consumer base (including a range of consumer data) to those companies it assesses are most able to help the utility accomplish its performance goals.

5.1.2 Policy and Regulation

Policies designed to realize the Next-generation Performance-based Regulation Pathway focus on the facilitation of incremental changes to operations and commercial organization. Through piecemeal changes in regulation, legacy structures can be modernized to strengthen (and in some cases, restore) the market power of the legacy utility. Such piecemeal changes may include revenue decoupling in response to energy efficiency and distributed generation programs, time-of-use rates, shareholder incentives based on customer service assessments, demand response programs for various customer classes, or creation of fixed network and backup charges for customers who own DERs. A key regulatory objective is to ensure affordability of utility service for ratepayers despite ongoing investments towards a variety of structural and organizational changes; those utilities that are state-owned may be able to receive equity injections from central governments to minimize rate impacts.

As transitions progress, regulation and supporting policy increasingly decouple the utility’s profits from costs, instead linking profit to a series of well-defined, quantifiable performance metrics, including: customer satisfaction, reliability and availability, compliance with environmental objectives, realization of energy savings targets, ease of interconnection and incorporation of DERs, and incorporation of innovative informatics and data analytics techniques. Longer performance periods with intermediate assessments will provide impetus for the utility to engage in longer term planning. While historic regulation assesses if prices are just and reasonable for the services received, this new paradigm of regulation ties utility profits to the outcomes desired by society as expressed through policy priorities.

Regulation also aims to mitigate market power for the utility as it enters strategic partnerships with private companies. This may become an increasingly important duty as regulators and policymakers wish to limit anti-competitive behavior that could impede innovation and power sector modernization. They may also be required to periodically issue data privacy standards that balance consumer privacy concerns, the need for innovative data analytics from private companies, and concerns about utility vertical market power (likely the sole possessor of detailed market data).
5.1.3 Finance
As piecemeal regulatory decisions drive the transition of the power sector, utility debt and equity investors will keenly observe the revenue impacts of new regulatory frameworks. If regulatory actions are viewed as mitigating forgone revenue, lack of fixed cost recovery, or other “death spiral” related outcomes, new regulation may be viewed positively by debt investors, thus helping to stabilize or reduce utilities’ borrowing costs. If regulatory actions are perceived to call into question the repeatability and confidence of utilities’ cash flow, borrowing costs may rise; in this case, central governments may intervene to back bonds or directly fill financing gaps.

Equity investors, traditionally more concerned with earnings potential and growth, will closely follow how regulation impacts factors such as financial opportunities in the power sector, competitive dynamics, utilities’ ability to preserve margins, and future growth. The nature of relationships between utilities and regulators will influence equity investors’ perceptions of risk and return heavily. Some public market investors, focused on receiving stable income, may seek opportunities to invest in utilities in regulatory regimes with predictable and transparent revenue streams and longer performance periods. Other equity investors, more interested in growth potential, particularly those in the private markets, may seek more opportunities to invest in innovation and growth through project- and infrastructure-related joint ventures with utility, energy technology, or services companies.

5.2 Clean Restructuring Pathway
Twenty years of global experience with wholesale power market restructuring has generated a wealth of lessons learned. Namely, regulators have adapted approaches and market designs to better incentivize and integrate clean energy investments. The ‘Clean Restructuring’ pathway represents an update to previous power system restructuring, improving long-standing objectives like reduced electric rates and a diverse generation portfolio, but also including novel elements designed to incorporate clean energy technologies and reduce environmental impact. Clean Restructuring also presents an opportunity to create forward-looking wholesale market frameworks that might eventually incorporate dynamic and participatory distribution systems (see Section 5.3).

This pathway is ‘big bang’ in that it relatively quickly reshuffles roles, responsibilities, and investment flows, but is also more of a realignment than a transformation in that it leaves in place the well-known actors such as independent system operators, independent power producers, and distribution utilities. Thus this pathway represents a reconstructive shift from the regulated vertically-integrated utility paradigm. The Mexico Energy Reform is one incarnation of the Clean Restructuring pathway. Recent energy market reforms proposed in South Africa and pilot projects in China (Gao and Li 2010) are also variations on this pathway, as are nascent moves toward an ‘energy imbalance market’ in the western United States (WIEB 2013).

5.2.1 Design
Key elements of Clean Restructuring include many familiar elements of traditional restructuring, such as:

- Open access to transmission and efficient interconnection processes
- Appropriate screening criteria for prospective independent power producers
• Independent planning and dispatch
• A competitive wholesale market

In addition, some new complementary elements include:
• Clean energy incentives and trading schemes
• Forecasting and dispatch optimized for clean energy integration
• Platforms for demand-side participation

Together these design elements can help to attract new investment to modernize the generation fleet and support achievement of renewable energy policy targets. Investment risk declines as the level of transparency grows in planning, markets, and system operation. For example, transmission planning managed by an independent system operator can include transparent stakeholder processes for evaluation of new projects. Additionally, open access to transmission networks, integrated forecasting, and clear rules for wholesale market operation will reduce the risk of renewable energy curtailment. Finally, development of, and demand-side participation in energy, capacity, and ancillary service markets can induce investment in more reliable and flexible demand, lowering overall investments in inflexible generation sources. Some of these design elements are illustrated in Figure 7, which illustrates market restructuring in Mexico.

Figure 7. "Before" and "After" Authorities for Five Key Power Sector Actors in Mexico
Source: CRE 2014

12 For more information on wholesale market evolution, see Cochran et al. (2013).
5.2.2 Policy and Regulation

Similar to design elements above, policy and regulation for Clean Restructuring are largely familiar, with some new elements to enable greater power system transformation. Familiar elements include:

- Policy establishing an independent regulatory authority and independent system operator, and granting authority to those entities sufficient to execute their duties.

- Regulations to clarify the rules for competitive wholesale market, system operation, tariffs, and for auctions and contracts for, *inter alia*, power purchases and transmission and distribution operation.

- Regulatory frameworks to incentivize line-loss reduction and efficient interconnection.

Additional complementary elements include:

- Policies establishing the scope of, and mechanisms for achieving, targets in energy efficiency, renewable energy, and smart grid investment.

- Regulatory frameworks to incentivize flexible dispatch, adequate capacity margins under high penetrations of renewable energy (or minimum flexibility requirements imposed on all capacity qualifying for market participation), and demand-side participation in energy, capacity, and ancillary services provision (see for example Cochran et al. 2013).

As with earlier incarnations of power system restructuring, the combination of independent authority, transparent rules, and clear incentives for investment form the foundational elements of this pathway. The additional elements for reducing environmental impact (e.g., policies to encourage investment in RE and energy efficiency; incentives to increase operational flexibility) represent the novel policy and regulatory features and mark a shift toward 21st century power systems. 13

5.2.3 Finance

The investment environment can be improved under Clean Restructuring, insofar as explicit efforts are made to reduce risk in power system investment. These can be primarily through the three foundational elements mentioned above (independent regulatory and system operation authorities; transparent market rules and planning processes; and clear incentives for investment). Technology risk will be tied to different, independent factors not covered here.

Broadly speaking, Clean Restructuring aims to leverage these elements to achieve an acceleration of investment beyond just generation assets to include a more diverse mix of supply, demand, and delivery assets. For example, simplifying interconnection rules and clarifying forecasting and system operation protocols reduces investor risk across a broad range of variable renewable energy sources. Similarly, explicit policy targets for demand-side efficiency—coupled with market designs that invite demand-side participation in energy and capacity markets—reduce overall risk to investors in those asset types. Finally, transparent planning processes for network expansion—especially those coordinated with RE targets through the creation of “RE

---

13 For an overview of key regulatory considerations surrounding the deployment of variable renewable energy, see Miller and Cox (2014).
zones”—simplify the investment proposition for firms interested in entering transmission and distribution market segments.

5.3 Unleashing the DSO Pathway

There is significant latent potential for distribution system operators (DSOs) to contribute to the safe and efficient management of the power grid via increased coordination with transmission market operators (TMOs). With clear regulation and policies that establish roles, responsibilities, technical standards and market frameworks, the DSO and its growing portfolio of distributed energy and flexibility resources might be unleashed for the benefit of all.

In this pathway, DSOs are transformed into distribution-level retail market operators who use dynamic price signals to invite consumers, marketers, and other service providers to participate. These low-voltage markets coordinate with bulk power markets on both a technical and financial basis, with coordination hinging on clearly delineated roles and responsibilities, information and communication technologies (ICTs) that utilize open-access data architecture, as well as a regulatory framework that encourages the incorporation of technological innovations. Consumer data, and access to it, will likely play a significant role in the success of the model. Regulators and policymakers must balance consumer privacy concerns with the need to allow commercial entities to make effective use of energy data. Low-voltage markets, fundamentally oriented toward encouraging innovation, encourage private investment across various investor classes. Consumers can invest private capital in distributed energy resources and energy management hardware. Also, with appropriate regulatory support, investments in bulk power generation, transmission, and distribution infrastructure can remain relatively low-risk, despite the large-scale shift in the underlying regulatory framework.

This pathway represents an evolutionary shift—a gradual yet fundamental change—from a narrow set of utilities, system operators, and IPPs to a thriving ecosystem of diverse market actors. Such changes could be triggered by policy directive or decreasing electric utility credit ratings. A jurisdiction’s transition might begin with piecemeal regulatory actions (e.g., revenue decoupling; performance-based rate incentives; time-of-use rates; distributed generation standby rate formulation; low voltage demand response programs), similar to those adopted in the Next-generation Performance-based Regulation pathway, progressing to a more unified, deliberate vision of power sector transformation with a larger emphasis on facilitation of liberalized retail power markets. While this pathway is, from a technical and regulatory standpoint, significantly more complex than historic transitions, there can be many tangible, broad-based benefits to consumers and society as a whole, namely vis-à-vis systems costs, resiliency, and reliability. Consumer participation is critical for a successful ecosystem, and that participation hinges on demonstrating the value of participation to the customer, as well as on opening up access to data.

5.3.1 Design

Institutionally speaking, the key design innovation of this ecosystem is the distribution-level market operator (DMO), a regulated DSO-like entity holding a variety of novel responsibilities. Depending on the context, a DMO could be an independent non-profit entity acting as a market operator and grid manager (analogous to a transmission system operator); a legacy utility acting as a proxy market operator, grid manager, and retail power marketer with vertical market power
protections in place; and/or an electric utility providing default service to retail customers who do not wish or are not obligated to participate.\textsuperscript{14}

![Figure 8. Core Market Actors and Interactions in Unleashing the DSO Pathway.](image)

Note: figure not intended to be comprehensive. Original equipment manufacturers, investors, technology companies, and others are not depicted.

Serving as a widespread integrator of distributed energy resources (DERs) ranging from storage to distributed generation to electric vehicles, the DMO is tasked with the development, implementation, maintenance, and periodic modernization of an advanced distribution management system (ADMS). The ADMS enables distribution grid operators to mirror actions at the high-voltage level, namely via schedule and dispatch of distributed resources in a manner that maintains reliability at least cost, along with managing the related financial transactions. It also coordinates and manages transactions with the bulk power market.

The DMO maintains an open-access ICT architecture designed to maximize opportunities for coordination and allow all market players—small, large, legacy, startup—to easily access the wealth of data the market will yield to encourage innovation and maximize participation. The

\textsuperscript{14} Ownership structures (i.e., investor-owned, state-owned, cooperative) of legacy distribution utilities may influence the exact form the DMO takes as this pathway unfolds. For example, non-profit entities may be more willing to unbundle or relinquish control of assets.
DMO will also use this architecture to provide measurement and verification that market transactions correspond with actual services delivered, and will utilize market data to inform and promote high-value grid investments, e.g., in congested sites where DER investments may enjoy higher energy prices.

The DMO makes regulator-approved infrastructure upgrades, performs distribution grid maintenance activities, and administers energy efficiency programs, adhering to a performance-based compensation framework imposed by the regulator. To the extent that the DMO is responsible for default service provision for non-participatory customers, it may be required to procure power from the bulk power market or sign long-term contracts for power. The DMO may also be the utility-proxy for certain electric sector public policies, such as energy efficiency portfolio standards; consequently, it will be empowered to create market signals and investment incentives to achieve compliance.

A key market player in this ecosystem is the distribution-level energy service company (DESCO): a for-profit, customer-based entity that can offer a range of energy services through the competitive distribution market. The services can be retail-oriented (e.g., electricity services provision; selling or leasing photovoltaic systems; providing home energy management services), and wholesale-market-oriented (e.g., using customer-based distributed resources to provide grid services). To the extent that DESCOs are providing energy and ancillary services to DMOs or the transmission market operator (TMO)—the TSO-like entity that coordinates functions with the distribution level—they may require some level of certification to ensure they are technically capable of delivering energy and ancillary services when called upon, similar to legacy centralized energy resources (CERs).

The Unleashing the DSO pathway requires significant institutional coordination spanning various power sector layers and technical standards, including ICT architectures and rules and procedures for a breadth of issues (e.g., payment protocols, digital billing infrastructure, and cyber security standards).

With increased technical and market-based coordination needed between DMOs and TMOs, there can be a range of institutional relationships, market interactions, and business and regulatory models that emerge at their interface. On one extreme, the TMO may control every aspect of the power grid, down to the smart inverter of the individual residential PV system, optimizing for hundreds of thousands of sources of supply and demand. On the other extreme, the DMO may be considered a “black box” to the TMO, functioning as a highly dynamic load that is internally managed at the community, feeder, or substation level. In between is a spectrum of variants, where a set of concrete roles, responsibilities, and regulatory and business models must be defined. Solutions are undoubtedly path-dependent, particularly with respect to legacy institutional responsibilities for items such as congestion management, voltage support, balancing, and outage management.15

15 IEA Implementing Agreement for a Co-operative Programme on Smart Grids (ISGAN), Annex 6 (Power Transmission and Distribution Systems), Task 5 is actively considering forthcoming interoperability issues and opportunities at the DSO-TSO interface.
5.3.2 Policy and Regulation

The regulator will serve a central role in overseeing an orderly transition toward a competitive and open retail power market. Generally, the natural monopoly of transmission- and distribution-line infrastructure is preserved. A holistic, performance-based regulatory model is enacted, rewarding the DMO based on operational merit in key areas, e.g., integration of distributed resources, achievement of energy efficiency savings or low-carbon generation targets, successful implementation and maintenance of smart grid or ICT architectures, and reliability.

The regulator designs a range of wholesale and retail market rules and transaction protocols that promote the large-scale technical and economic coordination required for synchronized market operation. A signature duty of the regulator is to create a financial framework within these rules such that payments for DER services reflect the value of the resource based on its location, time of utilization, ability to provide grid support, and reliability\(^{16}\). The regulator also utilizes broad stakeholder input to specify a range of standards, including for ICT protocols, cyber security, DMO system reliability, and monitoring and verification methodologies. It also specifies data privacy requirements that balance the need for open market access and innovative data analytics with consumer privacy concerns. Other duties include: ensuring that reasonably priced default service is available to non-participatory consumers; placing appropriate vertical market power restrictions on legacy utilities; and specifying rules on a range of microgrid-related issues.

Policy and regulatory strategies that incorporate innovation and encourage competition are carefully crafted, and in many ways represent a shift from legacy approaches. With regard to the ADMS, SCADA systems and other ecosystem components, the regulator specifies core functionalities and minimum requirements, as opposed to specific technologies or platforms. Specifying a technology will inherently reduce competition and introduce risk that assets may be stranded as technology quickly evolves.

The regulator will be faced with many novel questions during the transition. With respect to legacy utilities, to what extent should they be prohibited from providing electricity service to consumers? What might a transition from utility to DMO look like? What types of vertical market power protections should be in place for consumers and DESCOs? Questions around payments will be of particular interest, e.g., how should a DER be compensated if it is called upon by the DMO and TMO simultaneously? How frequently should tariffs and DER compensation rates be changed? How will system planning processes shift as highly dynamic, market-based approaches begin to dominant operational decisions?

\[^{16}\text{Defined in this context as the consistency of responsiveness of the resource when called upon by the grid operator.}\]

“We note that the temptation to specify technologies will remain powerful. It is easier to grasp onto the concrete and understood functions of say, a specific smart metering or communications technology, rather than list minimum functions and trust the markets to meet those requirements.”

-Matt Futch, Global Policy Director
IBM Corporation
Submitted in public comments to New York Public Service Commission in response to New York State’s Reforming the Energy Vision proposal
With the line between DMO and TMO increasingly blurred, a clear definition of institutional responsibilities and operational frameworks will be required of regulators and policymakers, particularly with respect to the roles of and required coordination between DMOs and TMOs for, *inter alia*, load balancing, congestion management, mitigation of transformer overloading, and outage management. Regulators must provide assistance in “filling the gaps” when new operational processes and ICT systems are required to support increased technical and market-based interactions. Transparency and accountability of decision-making is critical. When payments are being made for flexibility services, choosing the least-cost option may be preferable. However, this may be more feasible with advanced notice markets (e.g. day-ahead, hour-ahead) than for instantaneous operational decisions.

5.3.3 Finance

If regulatory reforms are able to assure revenue for DMOs throughout the transition, investment in distribution networks may experience growth. Low voltage network projects can be financed via debt issuance or, for more capital-intensive projects (e.g., smart grid upgrades), competitively auctioned contracts. Some municipalities, either because of legacy stakes in municipal distribution systems or social backing for a local DMO, may choose to provide general obligation debt issuance or private activity bonds to finance infrastructure upgrades. Consumers will likely continue to invest private capital in DERs and energy management hardware. Partnerships may emerge between DESCOs, installers, original equipment manufacturers, and institutional investors providing the capital. Private equity, working with established leasers, may be highly active in the leasing space as the transition begins, but as the market becomes more competitive, institutional investors with longer-term liabilities may replace them.

5.4 The Bottom-of-the-Pyramid Coordination Pathways

Accelerating energy access has been a chronic challenge for decades. With technology costs declining, novel approaches to energy access are emerging, ranging from super-efficient solar home systems to community microgrids (Bloomberg 2014). Citizens with low energy access represent a heterogeneous yet growing market segment in many developing countries. Energy poor communities have unique starting points with respect to market sophistication and development. As a result, effective energy access solutions require significant customization, making it difficult to scale-up solutions on a global basis.

Nonetheless, a coherent solution-set can be envisioned through the lens of recent technical and business model innovations. We identify two related but distinct pathways emerging for expanding energy access: *bottom-up coordinated grid expansion* and *bundled community energy planning*, both of which take advantage of synergies arising in existing solutions. The trends outlined in this section aim to help entrepreneurs and policymakers identify strategic commonalities to leverage faster scale-up.

5.4.1 Existing Solutions for Energy Access

Customers in the expansive Bottom-of-the-Pyramid (BOP) market face energy shortages due to unreliability of supply or lack of grid connectivity. Energy poverty is often tackled through three approaches (adapted from IFC 2012): fragmented energy services, community-scale energy services, and expansion of traditional grids. Each approach entails differences in terms of sophistication, cultural attributes of target customer groups, and the scale of required
investments. The following table provides an overview of these energy access solutions, the specific end uses they serve and corresponding illustrative technologies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>End Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fragmented Energy Services</td>
<td>Solar home systems</td>
<td>Lighting, Heating, Communications, Refrigeration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solar lanterns</td>
<td>Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-scale Energy Services</td>
<td>Community-scale cooking and heating technologies</td>
<td>Cooking, Heating, Other commercial and industrial uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mini-grid based systems</td>
<td>Lighting, Communications, Refrigeration, Other commercial and industrial uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-down Grid Expansion</td>
<td>Transmission and distribution infrastructure</td>
<td>Lighting, Communications, Refrigeration, Other commercial and industrial uses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fragmented Energy Services**

Fragmented energy services offer substantial user autonomy and are marketed to households through products such as improved cooking technologies and device-based electrification systems. Clean cooking technologies have received significant international focus as well as national support in several developing countries through programs that facilitate access to finance and provide institutional support (GVEP International 2009). Device-based electrification systems, on the other hand, are more diverse in design depending upon location. In order to deliver long-term value, both these solutions require some level of context-specific customization to end user needs and preferences as well as to their social and economic conditions. Relying on incremental changes in technology designs and transformative innovations in energy delivery approaches (Navigant 2006), fragmented energy services are fundamentally *evolutionary* in nature.

**Community-scale Energy Services**

Community-scale solutions are slightly more centralized than fragmented energy services,\(^{18}\) being designed to community-level requirements of size, technical capability, reliability, and affordability. Given the sometimes slow pace of top-down grid expansion (see next section), as well as plummeting costs of renewable energy technologies, mini-grid-based solutions for community-wide electrification have begun to achieve traction in several developing countries, particularly in remote communities (UNF 2014)\(^ {19}\). Furthermore, at the community-scale of

---

\(^{17}\) Adapted from the IFC (2012).

\(^{18}\) Energy access solutions based on biomass and concentrated solar technologies serving cooking and heating needs at the community-scale are beyond the purview of electric power sector dynamics and are hence excluded from the discussion.

\(^{19}\) See e.g., World Bank (n.d.) REToolKit Case Study: Soluz Inc.
operations, mini-grids, in combination with fragmented energy services\textsuperscript{20}, can achieve some level of economy of scale that further justifies investment. Ideally these systems can be designed not just to match the anticipated future demand growth in their limited service area, but also to render compatibility of operation with the expanding central grid systems. Four commercial models are evident in practice, each facing different challenges and opportunities in reference to their implementation and operation.\textsuperscript{21} Relying on appropriate financial and regulatory support, community-scale energy solutions are \textit{evolutionary} in nature.

\textbf{Top-down Grid Expansion}

Top-down grid expansion is an integral component of social and economic development in emerging economies. As the historically dominant model for enhancing electricity access to remote locations, it is a centralized approach that at times has been slow in achieving broad coverage (GVEP International 2011). The large scale of investments for grid expansion and poor rate of return from low-income customers often diminishes the commercial viability, thus requiring some level of state support. Even where grid connections have been established, reliability of service is often low, resulting in demand for back-up energy services. Effective top-down grid expansion, despite being incremental in pace, requires realignment of incumbent regulatory structures and transactional relationships among stakeholders to encourage private participation and affordability. As such, top-down grid expansion is \textit{reconstructive} in nature.

\textsuperscript{20} Mainly device-based electrification systems like battery charged solar PV packs etc.

\textsuperscript{21} These four models are: Community, Utility, Private and Hybrid business models. For discussion on business models, as well as challenges and opportunities for implementation, see: USAID/ARE (2011).
5.4.2 The Bottom-of-the-Pyramid Continuum

The unifying themes of effective solutions for energy-poor markets are that they are affordable, appropriate, and sufficiently simple (Figure 9). We frame these solutions on a continuum of *decentralization* and *customization* of each solution (Figure 10). The remainder of this section focuses on the intersection of existing solutions, where novel coordinated strategies are emerging that can potentially accelerate Bottom-of-the-Pyramid solutions.

**Figure 9. Determinants of Success in Energy-Poor Markets**

To this end, we focus on two unique pathways emerging in the continuum depicted in Figure 10. *Bottom-up coordinated grid expansion* aims to encourage positive interplay between mini-grids and the central grid, overcoming occasional tensions between the two pathways. *Bundled community energy planning* aims to knit together fragmented energy services into integrated community-scale systems, achieving more favorable economies of scale.

In describing these emerging pathways, we focus on illustrating how facilitation of favorable regulatory and financial environment by policymakers may lead to accelerated entrepreneurship and more coherent BOP solutions.
5.4.3 Bottom-up Coordinated Grid Expansion

The Bottom-up Coordinated Grid Expansion pathway bridges two existing energy service paradigms: community-scale energy services and top-down grid expansion. Currently these paradigms can occasionally be in competition (Bloomberg 2014). The new pathway identifies steps that enable coordinated planning and operation across these paradigms to accelerate energy access.

5.4.3.1 Design

In most countries, comprehensive grid coverage is ultimately desired, and linked to national social and economic development. The design of this pathway couples the incremental pace of central grid expansion with comparatively fast, affordable, and innovative expansion of community-scale mini-grid systems.

The key design innovation in this pathway is technical and regulatory backwards compatibility of mini-grids to the central grid. Ideally, mini-grid systems are planned, regulated and financed in a coordinated manner with central grid systems. For example, gradually phased extension of electrification as conceptualized by Munich-based KAITO Energie AG demonstrates this concept (Gaudchau et al. 2013). This entails encouraging compatibility of institutional and regulatory structures and technical design standards. The design principles for mini-grid systems versus centralized grid expansion strategies are quite different, but viewing them as two parts of a comprehensive energy access strategy allows integrated solutions to occur. For example, in anticipating interconnection with the central grid systems, the technical designs of mini-grid systems aim to ensure operational compatibility and to allow for two-way flow of electricity,
through standardized low-voltage interconnection procedures and equipment. Standardization of technical design guidelines for mini-grid systems ensures that designs address not only local demand growth and resource availability concerns, but also longer-term operational sustainability when the central grid arrives.

Finally, design features that have traditionally been central for mini-grids may also be beneficial for central grid expansion. For example, mini-grid deployments typically involve substantial social engagement and capacity building, to provide social and economic benefits for stakeholders, reduce transaction costs, and enhance local commitment and responsibility (Gaudchau et al. 2013).

5.4.3.2 Policy and Regulation
Top-down grid expansion and community-scale energy services enjoy significantly different levels of policy and regulatory support. While the former co-evolved with existing regulatory frameworks, mini-grids arrived much later and lack equivalent policy and regulatory history. Disparate regulatory treatment impedes parallel development of both paths, but integrated policy and regulatory frameworks can help capitalize on their synergies. Policy and regulation can also be directed at supporting uniform technical standards\textsuperscript{22} to support system interoperability. Regulators in particular play an important role in encouraging standardization processes that can support accelerated scale-up. Removing bureaucratic and political hurdles allows parallel pursuit of grid expansion and community-scale energy services, raising energy access and economic growth rates.

5.4.3.3 Finance
Identifying and securing anchor customers, like local businesses and industries, can help support the financial health of mini-grid commercial models. Technical standardization and clear policy and regulatory frameworks can dramatically simplify the process of attracting capital financing and providing clearer signals to mini-grid investors that the arrival of the central grid will not result in a financial loss or stranding of assets. Finally, novel revenue collection methods for mini-grids—for example flexible service payment methods designed to avoid payment defaults—can be applied to mini-grids and central grid operations alike, increasing the overall fiscal profile of the power sector (UNF 2014). Similarly, investments in training and local capacity building can mitigate long-term operation, maintenance, and repair costs.

5.4.4 Bundled Community Energy Planning
The Bundled Community Energy Planning pathway also entails a convergence of two existing paradigms: community-scale energy services and fragmented energy services. A market-oriented integration of these independent business models exposes latent complementarities. Due to strong context-specific underpinnings in both these solutions, this pathway focuses on the realization of beneficial commercial models which integrate both approaches.

\textsuperscript{22} For an overview of technical standards for mini-grid power systems, see Greacen et al. (2013).
5.4.4.1 Design
Community-scale and fragmented energy services vary in terms of commercial approaches in the market. While community-scale energy services are typically organized in one of four commercial models (community, utility, private, and hybrid), fragmented energy services operate in product-based markets. Both approaches serve the same off-grid or low energy access customer base; thus, inducing compatibility between these disparate solutions could lead to synergies, a higher value proposition to business and consumers alike, and the potential for further cost reductions and innovation.

The key design feature of this path is an integrated business plan that achieves cost savings from bundling energy products with community-scale energy production. The EGG-energy business model offers such an example, where local mini-grid charging stations offer affordable charged battery subscriptions to rural customers utilizing community charging stations (Artha 2008).

5.4.4.2 Policy and Regulation
Realizing integrated business models across the two solutions necessitates a greater focus on restructuring existing market conditions. Policy and regulation must encourage: technical standardization and product quality control; ratepayer support for community-based energy access expansion; local training and shared system ownership; transparent selection processes for energy access solutions; and effective ex-post project evaluation.

5.4.4.3 Finance
There is a need for regulation and policy to help define the market and its needs; clear signals on this front can help to unlock gaps in financing and clarify value propositions. Where energy product markets already exist, regulation can encourage appropriate cost sharing and risk allocation for more capital-intensive mini-grid projects, and place technical requirements for standardization on generation equipment and appliances that might contribute to (or draw from) the community mini-grid.

23 http://egg-energy.com/.
6 Conclusion: Policy and Regulatory Priorities

Cost reductions, innovations in data, evolving energy goals and customer engagement—these are just a few of the trends that are rapidly shaping power systems. Policymakers and regulators can choose to let these external forces determine how power systems unfold, or they can promote policies and build regulatory and finance frameworks that drive the transformation toward a desired vision.

This report articulates competing visions of the power system, and suggests five pathways of policy and other actions that can help realize these visions. To modernize the power sector most effectively, it is essential for policymakers to engage stakeholders early and often, so that the power system accommodates a broad set of interests to best energy customers and society.

To summarize, the five pathways toward a modern power system described in this report are:

Next-generation Performance-based Regulation
This pathway aims to gradually reorient the vertically-integrated utility model toward the achievement of a broader set of public policy outcomes. Key principles of this adaptive pathway include:

- Regulations that tie utility profits to desired performance outcomes, rather than sales or investments
- Ratemaking that centers on outcome-based incentives, which will reveal new earnings opportunities for utilities at a time when old revenue streams are under threat
- Long-duration performance evaluation periods to provide certainty sufficient to allow higher utility capital efficiency and improved planning practices
- Appropriate market power mitigation measures to encourage competition and innovation.

Clean Restructuring Pathway
This pathway aims to take conventional power market restructuring model and enhance it with the lessons learned of the past 20 years. Key principles from this reconstructive pathway include:

- Bulk power market design characteristics that encourage clean energy and energy efficiency investment, reduce investment risk, and promote efficient competition in wholesale market
- Transparent planning processes for network expansion, particularly those attempting to incorporate remote renewable energy sources or those that take into account the value of distributed energy resources. Planning and dispatch practices can be optimized to facilitate integration of clean energy, including use effective forecasting methodologies, creation of platforms for demand-side participation, and coordination with other balancing areas
- Simplified interconnection rules and clear forecasting and system operation protocols to reduce investor risk
• Regulatory frameworks to incentivize efficient interconnection and line-loss reductions for transmission owners and operators.

Unleashing the DSO Pathway

This pathway aims to empower the distribution system operator to coordinate a cohesive ecosystem of retail and wholesale markets. Key principles of this evolutionary pathway include:

• Clear definitions of institutional responsibilities and operational frameworks, particularly with respect to the roles of and required coordination between the distribution market operator and the transmission market operator for load balancing, congestion, and outage management

• Secure, open access to system and consumer data, with protections for cyber security and privacy, to increase levels of consumer awareness and encourage third-party participation

• Technology neutrality in policies and standards, with a focus on required functionalities and technical interoperability instead of selection of specific technologies

• Streamlined processes for interconnection, consumer data acquisition, and market participation to reduce barriers to participation and encourage transformation.

Bottom-of-the-Pyramid Pathways

These pathways require enhanced planning in order to integrate existing energy access solutions. Two possible pathways emerge: adaptive Bottom-up Coordinated Grid Expansion and evolutionary Bundled Community Energy Planning. Each pathway creates customized, context-specific, energy solutions. Key principles include:

• Standardization of technical specifications for energy services across multiple scales (e.g., end-use products, community mini-grids, centralized grids) to encourage competition, common platforms, and coordination and interconnection opportunities between top-down and bottom-up grid expansion efforts. Regulation and policy should provide transparency to mini-grid investors on the financial implications of the central grid subsuming their network

• Clear regulatory and policy signals to help define market needs, unlock gaps in financing, and clarify value propositions.

***

With these organizing principles in mind, power sector decision makers will be better positioned to proactively guide a transition to 21st century power systems. The forces acting on today’s systems need not be perceived as headwinds. Organizing the policy and regulatory landscape to harness these trends to achieve accessible, reliable, and low-carbon energy futures can transform these forces into tailwinds. As the old saying goes, “When you can’t change the direction of the wind—adjust your sails.”
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